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William of Auvergne and Popular Demonology

Thomas de Mayo
J. Sargeant Reynolds Community College

Theologian and bishop of Paris during St. Louis’ early reign, William of
Auvergne (d. 1249) aimed in his life and writings to combat the myriad threats
he perceived as facing Christianity. The early thirteenth century saw many
potential competitors to official doctrines concerning the natural and
supernatural worlds—Arabic philosophy imported into the universities,
heretical attacks on the institutional church, and persistent folk beliefs and
practices. William attributed these challenges to an underlying demonic
conspiracy directed against humankind. This paper examines William’s
treatment of popular beliefs on the Wild Hunt, a mysterious congregation of
spirits, and related beliefs about female spirits and night terrors. William
applies to these legends his learned conceptions about the natural and
supernatural worlds. He argues that although God might cause or encourage
the morally salutary visions of the male riders of the Wild Hunt, visions of
female spirits such as Lady Abundia represent a demonic ploy to secure the
idolatrous worship of human women. William’s treatment of phenomena thus
depends heavily on his moral evaluation of the groups witnessing and accepting
them to the marked detriment of women and their faith.

Introduction
William of Auvergne, theologian and a bishop of Paris from 1228
to d. 1249, was in his day a major political figure and an important
theologian. A master of theology from the burgeoning University
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of Paris and canon of the Cathedral of Notre Dame, William
sought and won papal support to become Bishop of Paris in 1228.
Thereafter, he became a pillar of St. Louis’ court during the young
king’s regency and early reign. He strongly supported central
royal authority against the regional nobility who sought to
dismember recent Capetian gains, and even supported the king
against institutions such as the University of Paris, which sought
greater independence. During the student revolt of 1229, for
example, William acted in defense of the royal provost’s violation
of student’s clerical privilege. 1
During the thirteenth century, the importation of Arabic
knowledge, the profusion of heresies, and the development of the
universities fundamentally altered Latin European intellectual
culture. William read widely and drew heavily on a variety of
these new sources of knowledge. William’s works, especially his
De universo (or “On the universe”), hold an important place in
history of theology and of science. Because of William’s early
date in the development of scholastic theology, his views have
special importance in understanding the adoption and adaptation of
Aristotelian natural philosophy. In questioning, confirming, or
condemning the various physical and theological beliefs of his day,
William participated in a larger scholastic project to categorize and
control the beliefs of the population. He aimed the first part of his
comprehensive De universo against the Cathars in the only
recently, and incompletely subdued territories of Languedoc. He

1

This paper represents an earlier version of one of the chapters of my
book on William’s demonology, currently in submission to the Edwin Mellen
Press. My thanks to my dissertation advisor, Professor of History Alan E.
Bernstein of the University of Arizona, for his extensive assistance and advice
throughout the production of this paper, and to Professor Emeritus of English
Charles Smith of Colorado State University, for his comments on an earlier draft
of the paper given at the 2004 RMMRA conference in Durango, CO. Any errors
or omissions are mine.
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issued the University of Paris’ condemnation of the Talmud in
1248, and he condemned popular beliefs he considered idolatrous.2
In chapter 2.3.24 of his De universo, William turns his
scrutiny on popular phenomena related to women or to female
spirits. The foremost item of discussion is the ghostly army of
dead warriors, known variously to historians and folklorists as the
Furious Host, or the Wild Hunt. William does not firmly
categorize the Wild Hunt as either ghostly or demonic but seems to
believe that whatever it is, it serves an edifying moral purpose.
The Wild Hunt’s apparitions are strongly associated with female
spirits, such as the so-called “Diana” of the canon episcopsi, or
with living witches’ ecstatic nocturnal flights. William himself
mentions such spirits as the Lady Abundia, lamiae and stryges, or
the terrible Ephialtes. William excoriates the popular veneration or
propitiation of any of these spirits as idolatry, and blames the
practice on old women and their tales. He insists that female
spirits in particular are demonic, and that popular legend is nothing
but their ruse to secure illicit worship. William dismisses some of
their reputed powers as impossible and sharply subordinates others
to divine permission. By discussing spirits, William hopes to
discourage in his readers from any veneration of demonic forces,
and to counter any overestimation of their power to act
independently of God’s will.

2

The standard bibliography of William is Noël Valois, Guillaume
d'Auvergne, évêque de Paris (1228-1249): Sa vie et ses ouvrages (Paris, 1880;
rpt. W. C. Brown Reprint Library: Dubuque, Iowa, 1963). See also Ernest A.
Moody, “William of Auvergne and His Treatise De Anima,” (1933), reprinted in
Studies in Medieval Philosophy, Science and Logic (Berkeley: University of
California Press: 1975); Franco Morenzoni and Jean-Yves Tilliette, eds., Autour
de Guillaume d’Auvergne (+1249): Études réunies, ed. (Turnhout: Brepols,
2005); Gilbert Dahan and Élie Nicholas, ed., Le brûlement du Talmud a Paris:
1242-4 (Paris Les Éditions du Cerf, 1999).
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Goddesses, Nightmare, and the Dead
William begins his discussion with the Wild Hunt. Belief
in such nocturnal gatherings of spirits, presumably of ancient
Germanic origin, is well attested in a variety of sources throughout
the Middle Ages, from the ride of the Valkyries, to Hellequin’s
Wild Hunt. The Wild Hunt consists of two primary elements—the
congregation of spirits, and their leader. The identity of the Wild
Hunt’s leader varies considerably; indeed, the fact that the Wild
Hunt has a leader often seems more important than who it is. The
leader is sometimes a male, such as Odin, or Arthur, or (perhaps
most often) the figure Hellequin, whose name, obscure in origin,
also appears as “Herlathing,” “Harlequin,” and other variants.3 A
marginal note in the thirteenth-century Vatican Codex Lat. 848 of
De Universo identifies the subject of William’s discussion as “de
familia hellequini.”4 In other legends, however, the leader is a
female spirit such as Herodias, Diana, or the Valkyries. Perhaps
the most famous source of Hunt lore is the Canon episcopi.
Originally a tenth-century work of Regino of Prüm, and then

3

See, for example, Claude Lecouteux and Philippe Marcq, eds. and
trans., Les Esprits et Les Morts (Librairie Honoré Champion: Paris, 1990), 93100, and Claude Lecouteux, Chasses Fantastiques et Cohorts de la Nuit (Imago,
Paris: 1999), 103-105.
4

Vaticanus latinus. 848 CD f. 350v. The folio numbering on the
original mss is either illegible or cropped from the CD image. Therefore the
number refers to the folios extant in the CD. For more on Harlequin’s hunt see
Otto Driesen, Der Ursprung des Harlekin (Dissertation, Kaiser Wilhelms
Universität zu Strassburg, 1903); Alfred Endter, Die Sage vom wilden Jáger und
von der wilden Jagd: Sttudien über den deuschen Dämonenglauben
(Dissertation Schmalhalden, 1933); H. M. Flashdieck, “Harlekin: Germanischer
Mythos in Romanisher Wandlung,” in Anglia 61 (1937), 225-340; Lecouteux,
Chasses Fantastiques; Lecouteux and Marcq, Esprits, 89-102; Karl Meisen, Die
Sagen vom Wütenden Heer und Wilden Jäger, Volkskundliche Quellen 1
(Munster: Aschendorffsche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1935); and Hans Plischke,
Die Sage vom Wilden Heere im Duetchen Volke (Diss. Leipzig, 1914).
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incorporated in Buchard of Worm’s Corrector, this canon (which
would become so important for the history of witchcraft) decried
women who believed that they flew through the air with “Diana.”
In this case women form the body of the Wild Hunt; the name of
the leader, “Diana,” probably masks some other, non-Latin, deity.5
By the eleventh century, evidence for the belief in many
sorts of ghostly troops abounds.6 The same central motifs recur
with various explanations and elaborations: ghostly riders
equipped with military apparatus, who may wish the living well or
ill, but who are always mysterious and terrifying. In some of the
tales, the Wild Hunt’s nature remains unexplained. Giraldus
Cambriensis (d. 1223) recounts how a ghostly army attacked a
living one under the command of Robert Fitz-Stephens.7 In
Rodulfus Glaber’s Five Books of History (c. 980-1046), a ghostly
army serves as an omen of the impending death of their only
witness.8 The authors of other tales variously depict the Wild Hunt
as purgatorial souls seeking release, as the damned playing out

5

Buchard of Worms, Decretorum libri viginti 11:1, in Patrologiae
cursus completus, Series latina, ed J. P. Migne (Paris, 1844-55, reprinted at
http://pld.chadwyck.com), 140: col. 831-833C. See also, for example, Carlo
Ginzburg, Ecstacies: Deciphering the Witches’ Sabbath, trans. Raymond
Rosenthal (New York: Penguin, 1991), 89-90, Lecouteux, Chasses
Fantastiques, 13-14, 115; and Jean-Claude Schmitt, Ghosts in the Middle Ages:
The Living and the Dead in Medieval Society, trans. Teresa Lavender Fagan
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1998), 26.
6

Schmitt, Ghosts, 93-121. Many of these stories appear in translation
in Andrew Joynes, Medieval Ghost Stories: An Anthology of Miracles, Marvels
and Prodigies (Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 2001), and Lecouteux and Marcq,
Esprits.
7

Giraldus Cambriensis, Expugnatio Hibernica: The Conquest of
Ireland 1.4, ed. and trans. A. B. Scott and F. X. Martin (Dublin: Royal Irish
Academy, 1978), 38-9.
8

Rodulfus Glaber, Historiarum libri quinque 5:6, ed. and trans. John
France (Oxford: Clarendon, 1989), 222-3.
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their punishment and warning others of their fate, as terrifying
demons, or even as troops of the saved and blessed dead. Otloh of
St. Emmeram tells of two brothers who encounter their father in a
ghostly procession. He laments the plundering of monasteries that
led to his posthumous punishment and orders them to make
repayment. When they retort that he doesn’t look so badly off, he
tells them that his armor and equipment are burning hot and offers
one of them his spear as proof. It proves so hot that the son cannot
hold it. When they have a change of heart, their father is
immediately freed from torment.9
Orderic Vitalis tells an even more elaborate story in which
a priest encounters an enormous army, which he recognizes from
other accounts as belonging to “Herlequin.” Not only does it
include tormented souls but also monsters and demons of many
descriptions. When he tries to steal some of the procession’s
horses, four dead knights threaten him, and his own dead brother, a
member of the procession, rescues him. Orderic’s brother explains
his own torment and his expected release. 10 In a story recorded by
Walter Map, the Briton King Herla travels to the otherworld to
fulfill a vow, and, upon returning, he and his retinue find they have
been gone for two hundred years. They cannot dismount without
turning to dust, and so they ride for centuries waiting for the
lapdog the king of the otherworld has given them to jump down.
Map later equates Herla with “Herlathingus” or Hellequin.11
William himself seems to envision a traditionally martial
Wild Hunt. He describes the phenomenon as “substances
9

Otloh of St. Emmeram, Liber visionem 7, ed. Paul Gerhard Schmidt
(Weimar: Herman Böhaus Nachfolger:, 1989), 67-69.
10

Orderic Vitalis, Historia Ecclesiastica 8.17, ed. and trans. Marjorie
Chibnall (Oxford: Clarendon: 1973), 4:226-51.
11

Walter Map, De Nugis Curialium 11, ed. and trans. M. R. James,
revised by C. N. L. Brooke and R. A. B. Mynors (Oxford: Clarendon, 1983), 2631. The Hunt is also mentioned in 4.13, 370-1.
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appearing in the likeness of horsemen and warriors.”12 The
number of figures involved range in quantity but sometimes are so
numerous that they seem to “cover mountains and valleys.”13 As
William describes it, the Wild Hunt’s participants engage
principally fighting amongst themselves or against other similar
armies, and William prominently and frequently mentions their
hastiludia (spear games) or jousting. 14
Although William does not mention a leader of the Wild
Hunt directly, I suspect that the connection to female spirits and
female followers is the most important one, as the rest of the same
chapter is filled with examples of female spirits and their powers.
Soon after he introduces the problem of the Wild Hunt, William
describes spirits who “appear in the likeness of girls or of matrons
in white womanly garments in woods, and dark places, and the
hoary trees”15 and in houses. These other female spirits about
whom William writes are perhaps not so divorced from the
question of the Wild Hunt as might at first appear. Among them
are the Ladies Abundia and Satia and their retainers, a wandering
troop that enters human habitations to receive offerings of food and
drink,16 but in other sources they also patronize witches and night-

12

“de substantiis apparentibus in similitudine equitantium &
bellatorum.” William of Auvergne, De Universo 2.3.24, Opera omnia (Paris,
1674, reprinted Frankfurt am Main, 1963), 1:1065bB.
13

“Dico, quod in aliis locis etiam fiunt, cum videantur exercitus ibi
nocturni multitudine sua operire montes, & valles.” De universo 2.3.24,
1:1067aA.
14

For more on this unusual word, see “Hastiludum, ” in Du Cange,
Glossarium mediae et infimae latinatus (Paris, 1688, reprinted Graz:
Akademische Druck-U. Verlagsanstalt,1954), 4:174.
15

“quas faciunt interdum in nemoris, & locis amoenis, & frondoris
arboribus, ubi apparent in similitudine puellarum, aut matronarum ornatu
muliebri, & candido.” De universo 2.3.24, 1:1066aG.
16

De universo 2.3.24, 1:1066aG-aH.
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riders. For example, Jean de Meun’s continuation of the Romance
of the Rose mocks those people, especially “foolish old women”17
who imagine “that they become sorcerers at night and go roaming
with Lady Abundance.” The poet derides their claim that they
leave their bodies behind and travel in the spirit so that doors and
locks cannot hinder them. Do they die and return to life regularly,
in defiance of the unique and single resurrection at the last
judgment?18 Abundia’s name, perhaps that of a Roman goddess,
has sometimes been connected with Herodias. Herodias in this
case is probably not the Herodias who engineered the death of
John the Baptist’s death through her daughter Salome’s dance, but
some goddess similar or identical to the Germanic “Holde” to
whom the name of the Biblical figure became attached.19
William also mentions other spirits associated with the
night, with death, and with women, such as lamiae and stryges
believed to kill infants, or the Ephialtes, a form of night-hag
believed to injure sleepers. All three creatures have similar
attributes. The Latin words lamiae and stryges originally referred
to creatures from ancient Roman folklore. Both seem to have been
cannibalistic women or female spirits, believed to eat the flesh and
blood of young children. “Lamia” designated a sorceress or witch
in general, but in particular one that sucked the blood of children.
A “strix” (or “striga”) seems to have been a similar sort of

17

“foles vielles” Guillaume de Lorris and Jean de Meun, Le Roman de
la Rose, ed. Félix Lecoy (Paris: Librairie Honoré Champion, 1966-70), ll.
18457-18468. Trans. Francis Horgan, Romance of the Rose (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1994), 285.
18

“Don maintes genz par leur folies/Cuident estre par nuit
estries,/Erranz aveques dame Abonde.” De Lorris and de Meun, Roman, ll.
18395-18440. Horgan, trans., Romance, 284.
19

See Ginzburg, Ecstacies, 89-92; Jacob Grimm, Teutonic Mythology,
trans. James Steven Stallybrass (George Bell and Sons, 1883, reprinted Dover:
New York, 1966), 1:283-88; Lecouteux, Chasses fantastiques, 13-25.
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vampiric creature that preyed on infants, and was sometimes
associated with owls. 20
Some Medieval sources depict lamiae and stryges as evil
spirits, other sources speak of them as human magicians magically
enabled to perform evil deeds. For example, Gervase of Tilbury
hesitates between classifying lamiae as spirits, following St
Augustine, or as witches, following his popular sources.
According to the latter, Gervase reports that:
It is the wretched lot of some men and women to cover great
distances in a swift nocturnal flight; they enter houses, torment
people in their sleep, and inflict distressing dreams on them,
so causing them to cry out. Apparently they also eat, and light
lamps, take people’s bones apart, put them back together again
in the wrong order, and move babies from place to place.21

Lecouteux and Marcq argue that stryges became less demonic and
more human with the passage of time, 22 a part of the greater trend
towards anthropomorphism in the Middle Ages.

20

See Richard Gordon, “Imagining Greek and Roman Magic, ” 192-3,
216-7, in Bengt Ankarloo and Stuart Clark, eds., Witchcraft and Magic in
Europe: Ancient Greece and Rome (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania
Press, 1999), and Georg Luck, “Witches and Sorcerers in Classical Literature,”
in Ankarloo and Clark, Witchcraft: Greece and Rome, 130-1.
21

“[H]ec esse feminarum ac virorum quorundam infortunia, quod de
nocte celerrimo uolatu regiones transcurrant, domos intrant, dormientes
opprimunt, ingerunt sompnia grauia, quibus planctus excitant. Sed et comedere
videntur et lucernas accendere, Ossa hominum dissoluere, dissolutaque
nonnumquam cum ordinis turbatione compaginare, sanguinem humanum
bibere, et infants de loco ad locum mutare.” Gervase of Tilbury, Otia
imperialia: Recreation for an Emperor 3.86, ed. and trans. S. E. Banks and J. W.
Binns (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2002), 722-25. Gervase also mentions lamiae
in connection with the water spirits draci. See Otia, 3.85, 716-22, and the
analysis in Lecouteux and Marcq, Esprits, 19-24.
22

Lecouteux and Marcq, Esprits, 29.
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The Ephialtes, bearing the same name as the Greek Titan in
charge of sleep, was a variety of demon believed to sit on the
chest, causing sleep, paralysis, or death.23 In folklore today such
spirits are usually female—for example, such figures as night-hags
and night-mares, and I can only presume the same for William’s
time. Attacks of Ephialtes, like the lamiae, were by the thirteenth
century often attributed to medical causes rather than demons.24
I surmise that William includes lamiae, stryges and
Ephialtes in his discussion because they are female, and hence
associated with the Wild Hunt and with Abundia. Many of the
activities lamiae undertake in Gervase of Tilbury’s account,
particularly the lighting of lamps and eating of food, greatly
resemble those of Abundia and Satia in William’s.
The Nature of the Wild Hunt
The entities in the Wild Hunt present William with several
thorny problems. First, what exactly are these creatures? If, on the
one hand, they are dead humans, certainly they are not saints, but
then why are they not in hell, or at least purgatory? If, on the other
hand, they are angels or demons, what can their appearance in this
manner represent?
William’s position is not entirely clear, for he voices many
possible theories, as he seems to proceed haphazardly from
argument to argument. He alternately suggests that Wild Hunt’s
manifestations are (a) hallucinations, (b) demonic deceptions (c)
illusions that seem to present the punishments of dead, (d) dead

23

See, for example, Robert Graves, The Greek Myths, revised ed. (New
York, Penguin, 1960) 35.3. The giant Ephialtes in the Divine Comedy,
noteworthy for having rebelled against Jupiter, presumably reflects Dante’s
classical interest in the Titans. See The Inferno 31.91-96.
24

See Gervase of Tilbury, Otia 3.86, 722-5; Lecouteux and Marcq,
Esprits, 28-9; John of Salisbury, Policraticus, trans. and ed. by Clemens C. J.
Web (Oxford University Press: Oxford, 1909; reprinted New York: Arno Press,
1979) 2.15, 429B-C; and De universo 2.3.24, 1:1069aC.
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souls undergoing purgatorial punishment on earth, or (e) visions of
dead souls in purgatory. The only alternative he seems to
completely reject is (f) bodily return—that the Wild Hunt consists
of dead people returned bodily to life. Ultimately, William seems
to imply that most Wild Hunt sightings are either (c) illusions or
(e) visions of souls in purgatory, but he does not state this
conclusively and leaves open the possibility of explanations (a)
hallucinations, (b) demonic deceptions, and (d) dead souls
undergoing purgatorial punishment on earth. Such confusion
resembles other medieval accounts of ghosts, which seem caught
somewhere between the purgatorial, the damned, and the
demonic.25
Explanation (a), hallucinations, is a comparatively minor
affair, not integrated into the main text. In its favor William notes
in passing that all sorts of “visions and fantastic apparitions . . . are
caused by melancholic sickness in many people, especially
women,”26 and suggests that people dream of recent events or of
things important to them “without any participation of evil spirits.”
Men, for example, are especially inclined to dream of warfare.27
William does not long consider this theory, devoting most of his
space to other explanations.
At various points in chapter 2.3.24, William seems to
categorize the Wild Hunt as some form of demonic illusion—
explanation (b), demonic deceptions. Discussing the jousting of
the Wild Hunt, and their inability to render real wounds to each
other, he concludes that “they are not prohibited by impossibility
from presenting such illusions and tricks [ludificationes] to men,”
25

See Schmitt, Ghosts, 93-121, esp. 119-121 where he discusses
William of Auvergne.
26

“quia multae de visionibus istis, & apparitionibus fantasticis, ex
morbo melancholico in multis fiunt, sed in mulierbus maxime.” De universo
2.3.24, 1:1066bH.
27

1:1066bH.

“absque ulla operatione malignorum spiritum.” De universo 2.3.24,
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and notes that among other manifestations, “the tricks of demons
sometimes appear in the likeness of dead men, only truly terrible in
size, and bearing weapons and horses.”28 Indeed, the very
enormity of the figures might indicate a demonic origin. Thus,
demons could account for some, or all, of the Wild Hunt’s
appearances.
William notes that “evil spirits” appear more frequently at
crossroads than in other places. Crossroads are traditionally a
haunt of ghosts and evil spirits of all sorts. For example, William’s
approximate contemporary, Caesarius of Heisterbach, describes
how a knight witnesses the summoning of a devil at a crossroads. 29
William’s explanation in this instance seems to echo popular
belief, for he holds that:
Truly, crossroads have less spiritual and bodily cleanliness on
account of the crowds of people there. Fields, by contrast, are
very pure in comparison with public roads and crossroads, as
was earlier said. Indeed, in them (that is in public roads and
crossroads) robbers and brigands and all manner of evil-doers
gather by night.30

28

“Dico igitur in his, quia non sunt prohibiti impossibilitate, quin tales
illusiones, & ludificationes faciant hominibus, & modos effectionis earum iam
feci te scire in praecedentibus, & hic est unus modus apparitionum istarum,
videlicet quia ludificationes daemonum interdum non solummodo sunt in hac
manerie, ut apparent, in similitudine hominum mortuorum, sed apparent
terribiles magnitudine, armis, & equis, apparent etiam cum facibus, seu faculis,
seu aliis ignibus.” De universo 2.3.24, 1:1066aG.
29

Caesarius of Heisterbach, Dialogus miraculorum 5.2, ed. by Jospeh
Strange (Cologne/Bonn/Brussels, 1851), 1:267-78.
30

“Compita vero propter frequentiam hominum minus habent
munditiae & spiritualis, & corporalis. Agri namque mundissimi, ut ita dicatur,
comparatione viarum publicarum & compitiorum. In his enim, hoc est in viis
publicis, & compitis, de nocte conveniunt latrones & raptores, omniaque genera
maleficorum.” De universo 2.3.24, 1:1067aA.
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William notes that the Wild Hunt’s warriors cannot touch people
who seek refuge in fields. He recounts that once a man
encountering such an army fled into a field, whereupon it passed
him by, and left him in peace.31 William explains this by saying:
in the opinion of the many, fields rejoice in the protection of
the creator because of their utility to men. Thus, evil spirits
cannot enter them and likewise do not have the power to harm
people therein.32

The motif of the protective field recalls the miracles
attributed to female saints associated with the harvest. In these
tales, the saint, fleeing a hostile force, often a male rider, takes
refuge in a newly sown field, whose miraculous growth tricks her
pursuer into abandoning the hunt. Pamela Berger in The Goddess
Obscured speculates that these tales reflect a tradition of preChristian goddess worship, whose aspect and stories the saints
have assumed. 33
Thus, it is perhaps significant that William also notes (and
rejects) another explanation for the Wild Hunt’s inability to enter
fields—that the popular veneration of “Ceres” (the Roman grain
goddess) protects the fields.34 Whether the goddess in question
was actually Ceres or some other deity whom William calls by a
Roman name, his characterization of her worship as “idolatry”
suggests that not only is the Wild Hunt demonic, but also so is the
31

De universo 2.3.24, 1:1067aA.

32

“propter quod inolevit opinio apud multos, agros gaudere
protectione creatoris propter utilitatem hominum & hac de causa non esse
acessum malignis spiritibus ad eos, neque potestatem nocendi propter hanc
causam hominibus existentibus in eis.” De universo 2.3.24, 1:1067aA-aB.
33

See Pamela Berger, The Goddess Obscured: Transformation of the
Grain Protectress from Goddess to Saint, (Boston: Beacon Press, 1985), esp.
49-76.
34
De universo 2.3.24, 1:1067aB-C. See also Nancy Caciola, “Wraiths
Revenants and Ritual in Medieval Culture,” Past and Present 156 (August,
1996), 3-45, esp. 17, 26-7.
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power that “protects” people from it. It also reinforces the link
between female spirits and the Wild Hunt in the underlying
folklore. Not only does a goddess sometimes lead the Wild Hunt,
but another one also protects travelers from it.
As for explanation (f), that of bodily return, William
discusses the possible resurrection or return of the dead near the
end of the chapter. He refers to tales of the dead attacking the
living. Such deeds, he says, are most often attributed to bodies that
were buried mostly or wholly intact, or at least those that have not
yet rotted away.35 William denies that such bodily revenants can
exist. Blessed souls would not wish to return from heaven, and
those suffering hellish or purgatorial punishment would not be free
to do so, even with the assistance of evil spirits. There will be no
individual resurrections before the general one.36
William
attributes the murders supposedly done by these revenants to
demonic power and artifice. According to William, spirits can
“paint” any sort of illusion into human minds; therefore, they can
create the illusion of a dead man’s weaponry attacking people.
Nevertheless, they cannot kill people at “the whim and desire of
their evil” but only when, and if, God permits them.37 Therefore,
even the wounds they seem to make with physical weaponry could
be illusory.
William considers two examples from scripture and
Christian literature that seem to contradict his point: one of a
knight (or soldier) whom Jesus raised from the dead at Mary’s
request, the other the prophet Samuel, revived by the “Pythoness”
at King Saul’s command. In the former case, William argues that
Jesus could not refuse his mother. In the second, he denies that the
dead man returned bodily, since only God could perform a true

35

De universo 2.3.24, 1:1069bB-C.
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De universo 2.3.24, 1:1069bB-C.
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“pro voto, & libito malignitatis suae” De universo 2.3.24, 1:1069bD-
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resurrection. In this latter case, a demon must have assumed the
form of the prophet, 38 and here William’s interpretation seems
entirely traditional. Most medieval commentators presumed the
ghost of Samuel to be a demon in disguise.39
William considers favorably the idea that the Wild Hunt
might be composed of ghosts who have not yet left the world of
the living, and that those who have died untimely and violently
might return as ghosts. His account of such beliefs strangely
conflates Platonic doctrines and Christian beliefs about Purgatory.
He mentions that Plato spoke of people, who having died violently
before completing their natural lifespan, wander about their tombs.
40
When their time is fulfilled, they return to the appropriate star.
William connects this to appearances of the Wild Hunt:
The vulgar call them the “sword-slain” (disgladiatos), because
those who were killed by arms appear either alone or
especially in the same army, and they are also believed to do
their penitence in arms since they sinned under arms.41

These dead men often return to their friends to “reveal these things,
such as the punishments that they suffer, and the causes of their
punishment.”42 William connects this observation to his theory of

38

De universo 2.3.24, 1: 1069bC.

39

See Kieckhefer, Magic in the Middle Ages (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1989), 33.
40

De universo 2.3.24, 1:1067aC.

41

“qui armis interempti sunt, disgladiatos eos vulgus vocat, creduntur
autem poenitentiam agere in armis quoniam in armis peccaverunt.” De
universo 2.3.24, 1:1067aC.
42

“Ipsi etiam, qui sic apparent prout fama est, ista saepe revelaverunt,
videlicet & poena, quas patiuntur, & poenarum causus.” De universo 2.3.24,
1:1067aD.
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Purgatory, in which the place of punishment is “earthly,” and the
souls expiate unfinished penance.43 William speculates that
although the dead are usually confined to places of punishment or
reward, the likeness of those in purgatorial places of punishment
may appear for the edification of sinners. Not only will those who
see visions of punished souls refrain from violence, but so too will
those who only hear of such visions.44
But after giving this argument in favor of (d), dead people
undergoing earthly purgatorial punishment, William goes on to
state that not all of these spectacles need be of the souls
themselves. He argues that normally it would be impossible for
purgatorial souls to manipulate the spears and other physical
objects associated with their punishment. Once again, it could be
only their likeness that appears. William compares the situation to
dreams, in which symbols demonstrate real truths.45 He does not
deny the moral lesson to be derived from the Wild Hunt’s
appearances, only its physical presence. Thus he seems to be
arguing here for explanation (c) illusions—that sometimes the
Wild Hunt appears as a “fantastic illusion” for the edification of
sinners, without involving actual dead souls.
Yet William also claims that in visions of this kind God
sometimes suspends the normal laws governing spirits. As
evidence William cites a famous examples of purgatorial
punishment—the two similar accounts of bathhouse ghosts from
Gregory the Great’s Dialogues. In the first, Gregory recounts how

43

“In eis quoque, quae praecesserunt, didicisti, quia locus purgaorii,
hoc est, purgationi animarum congruus, & etiam deputatus, terrena habitatio
est.” De universo 2.3.24, 1:1067aD-bA. Jacques Le Goff describes William’s
as one of the first fully-elaborated theories of purgatory. See Le Goff, The Birth
of Purgatory, translated by Arthur Goldhammer (Chicago: The University of
Chicago Press, 1984), 241-245.
44

De universo 2.3.24, 1:1067aD-1068aF.

45

De universo, 2.3.24, 1:1067bB.
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the ghost of Paschasius the deacon appeared in the Roman baths.
When questioned by a bishop, Paschasius replied that he was being
punished for obstinately supporting the losing candidate in an
ecclesiastical election. After the bishop prayed for him, Paschasius
was released from his punishment. In the second account, a priest
encounters a man in the bath who offers to serve as his attendant.
When the priest attempts to give his benefactor an Eucharistic loaf,
the attendant protests that he cannot eat it, for he is dead. God has
condemned him to serve in the bath on account of his sins. He
asks for the priest to intercede with God for him, and when it is
done, he vanishes.46 William’s reference seems to be to the second
story, as he clearly conceives of the ghost as performing menial
physical tasks and discusses how they could be undertaken.
William argues that ordinarily the bathhouse ghost would
be unable to gather wood or manipulate the bathhouse fire, and that
God would not punish a soul by ordering it to do the impossible.
Yet Gregory, clearly a great man, believed that the occurrence was
a true vision, and his word should not be lightly doubted. William
concludes that only God’s power (nisi virtute creatoris) made the
ghost able to manipulate the wood and fire.47 Here William seems
to be arguing in favor of (e), a vision of a soul undergoing
punishment in purgatory.
Given the number of explanations that William presents, it
is impossible to determine exactly how he would divide the
proportion of the Wild Hunt’s appearances between various
explanations, or if he instead would attribute them to a single
cause. Yet judging from the placement of his arguments, and their
general development, William seems to favor explanations in
which the Wild Hunt serves an edifying moral purpose—that is,
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De universo 2.3.24, 1:1067bH-1068aE. See also Gregory the Great,
Dialogi 4.42 and 4.57, in Dialogues, ed. Adalbert de Vogüe, trans. Paul Antin
(Paris: Editions du cerf, 1978-1980), 3:150-157,184-195.
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De universo 2.3.24, 1:1067bC-1068aE.
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explanations (c), illusions, and (e), visions of souls in purgatory.
Although (c), “illusiones fantasticae,” present a false picture and
(e), “visiones,” a true one, they seem to have a similar moral effect
on the viewer. Presumably, this is because both occur by divine
permission and as part of the same design. Even explanation (b),
demonic deception, would fit loosely into this framework, since
the demons performing the illusions would be acting with divine
permission and for divine purposes.
Idolatry and the Obvious Wickedness of Female Spirits
Demons and idolatry go together inseparably in William’s
thought; he rarely mentions the one without some reference to the
other. William argues elsewhere that in the pre-Christian past
demons instituted pagan worship, just as in his own time they
misdirect sorcerers into venerating them by falsely exaggerating
their power and scope of action, and encourage among the
unlearned all manner of contemporary superstition.48 Church
leaders during the antique, late-antique and early medieval periods
often argued for the identity of demons and pagan gods; perhaps
the most famous example being in Martin of Braga’s advice on
converting pagans.49 William simply takes this argument and
applies it to the popular venerations of his own time, which he sees
as a type of latter-day idolatry.
In his discussion of the Wild Hunt, William levels the
charge that old women are especially likely to preserve and spread
idolatry. He despairs, it seems, of educating the populace out of
false beliefs that “foolishness [desipientia] . . . nearly ineradicably

48

See especially William’s discussion of idolatry in De universo 2.3.8,
1: 1033bD–1034aE, and De legibus 28, Opera omnia, 1:67aC-77aB.
49

Martin of Braga, De Correctione Rusticorum 7, ed. and trans Mario
Naldini in Contro Le Superstizioni: Catachesi al Popoplo (Florence: Nardini
Editori, 1991), 48-51.
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fix in women’s minds”50 and laments “ . . . such foolishness of old
women has held fast to almost all vestiges of idolatry, has retained
them, and continues ceaselessly to promote them.”51
William fears that, unlike the Wild Hunt, whose appearance
often has a salutary effect, female spirits in particular will lead
people into idolatry. He reports that people frequently leave their
doors unlocked and food and drink exposed in their homes as an
offering to the Lady Abundia and other wandering spirits, and do
not lock or bar their homes at such locations.52 In return, Abundia
“is thought to cause an abundance of good times in those houses
which she frequents.”53 William insists that the spirits do not
actually eat or drink the offerings left for them, but they encourage
the practice, because it draws worship towards them and away
from God. Knowingly or not, Abundia’s devotees worship
demons. William condemns such practices, saying:
it is manifest that the crime of idolatry is committed when
food and drink are willingly offered to evil spirits because
they are thought to come to a place and eat there.54

William also reports that people placate
other evil spirits which the vulgar call stryges and lamias, that
appear during the night in houses in which infants are being

50

“vetularum autem nostrarum desipientia opinionem istam mirabiliter
disseminavit, & provexit, atque animis mulierum aliarum pene irradicabiliter
infixit.” De universo, Opera omnia, 2.3.24, 1:1066bG-H.
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“pene omnes reliquias idolatriae retinuit, & reservavit, & adhuc
promovere non cessat anilis ista fatuitas.” De universo, 2.3.24, 1:1066bG.
52
De universo 2.3.24, 1:1066aH.
53

“quod domibus, quas frequentant abundantiam
temporalium praestare putantur.” De universo 2.3.24, 1:1066aH.
54

bonorum

“Ubi manifestum est, scelus idolatriae committi, cum cibi, & potus
malignis spiritibus sint expositi eo intentione, qua ad locum venturi, & inde
sumpturi creduntur.” De universo 2.3.24, 1:1066bF.
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nourished and seem to snatch babies from their cradles and
tear them to pieces or roast them in fires.55

He argues that although such spirits appear as old women, they are
actually demons in disguise. (Because William does not supply
the vernacular words for such creatures, it is impossible to know
how closely local perception of these spirits matches his own.) In
this example, the victims make some sort of propitiatory act, not so
much out of hope of receiving a blessing but “out of the hope that
the spirits might spare infants”—that is, not “tear them apart or
roast them in the fire.” 56 By means of these threatening, indeed,
extortionate visions, William comments, “evil spirits have acquired
for themselves fear and honor and idol-worship.”57 Any attempt to
prevent the demons’ depredations by making offerings to them or
by worshiping them is sinful.
William is not especially
sympathetic to ordinary people’s fears or fantasies about the
potential death of themselves or their children, as he values their
orthodoxy (and thus their salvation) over their bodily health or
mental composure.
Unlike the Wild Hunt, whose ambiguous status William
does not fully resolve, William clearly argues that female spirits
must be demons. They cannot be angels. He puts forward several
arguments to this effect, directing his attacks against foolish “old
women” and their intractable beliefs. First, angels would never
ask for food or drink and would only accept food offerings out of
55

“[E]t eodem modo sentiendum est tibi de aliis malignis spiritibus,
quas vulgus stryges, & lamias vocant, & apparent de nocte in domibus in quibus
parvuli nutriuntur, eosque de cunabulis raptos laniare, vel igne assare
videntur.” De universo 2.3.24, 1:1066bF-G.
56

“ut parvulis parcerent, hoc est, ut illos nec laniarent, neque igni
assarent.” De universo 2.3.24, 1:1066bG.
57

“ut spiritus maligni sub nomine, & specie vetularum, in quibus
apparere credebantur, timorem, & honorem, ac culturum idolatriae sibi
acquisiverint.” De universo 2.3.24, 1:1066bG.
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deference to the pious, and for God’s glory, not their own. Nor do
they appear in holy places, lest their presence encourage humans to
worship them instead of God. Moreover, angels bring God’s
commands to humans, or counsel them, or encourage them to do
good deeds.58
William asserts that spirits who appear as women do none
of these things. He writes, “good angels only appear in the form of
men, and never in the form of women, which evil spirits take.”59
To defend this statement, which appears to impart gender to spirits,
William replies that:
If someone should say similarly that the male sex has no place
among sublime and blessed spirits, I respond that it is true,
but, still, virtue and fortitude and the active power have a
place in men and they are well-matched to spiritual
substances. Truly, passive power, infirmity, debility and
womanly dispositions are in all ways incompatible with spirits
of this kind. For this reason therefore the form of men is
convenient to them and not because of its sex which is nothing
but the active power in the function of generation, and from
which their own [spiritual] natures are prohibited and very
removed by their nobility.60
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De universo, 2.3.24, 1:1066bG.
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“quod boni Angeli in specie virorum solummodo apparent, &
nunquam in specie muliebri, quod maligni spiritus faciunt.” De universo,
2.3.24, 1:1068aH.
60

“Quod si dixerit quis, quia similiter virilis sexus non habet locum
apud sublimes, ac beatos spiritus. Respondeo quia verum est, verumtamen
virtus, & fortitudo & vis activa locum habet in viris & congruunt ista bene
substantiis spiritibus; vis vero passiva, & infirmitas, atque debilitas
dispositiones muliebres sunt omni modo incongruentes huiusmodi spiritibus. Ob
causam igitur hanc species virilis conveniens est eis, non propter sexum, qui non
est aluid nisi vis activa in operatione generationis, a qua naturae suae nobilitate
prohibiti sunt; ac remotissimi.” De universo, 2.3.24, 1:1068aH-bE.
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Thus, although spirits no more have a male sex than a female one,
they find that the spiritual qualities associated with the male sex
more akin to their nature than those associated with the female sex,
because the latter are in William’s view, flawed and defective.
Therefore, it seems, angels appear as men; demons as women.
Finally, William argues that, if the spirits were in fact
women, they would be able to reproduce. If female spirits cannot
reproduce, then they must be sterile, either because they have
become old, which is impossible for a spirit, or because God has
punished them. If punished in such a fashion they must indeed be
wicked spirits, not angelic ones. If female spirits could reproduce,
their offspring, being immortal, would eventually populate the
whole earth. Moreover, spirits would eat the humans out of house
and home. (William rejects the idea that spirits eat only the
essence of food, as is the case in certain modern fairy beliefs.) 61
William’s argument could be considered inconsistent by
many standards—an essentially sexless spirit could appear female
without having the capacity to give birth. After all, the sexless
spirits appearing as males do not have the ability to beget
children.62 But, for William, it seems that physical reproduction is
the defining feature of being female, even for a spirit, but
masculinity consists essentially of the possession of certain virile
traits that are exclusively spiritual. Thus, in criticizing women’s
opinions and their veneration of female spirits, William reveals a
misogyny that extends from the human world into the spiritual.
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De universo, 2.3.24, 1:1068bE-bH. See also Nancy Caciola,
Discerning Spirits: Divine and Demonic Possession in the Middle Ages (Ithaca:
Cornell University Press, 2003), 161-62.
62

See the extensive discussion of this issue in De universo 2.3.25,
1:1070aG-1073aC.
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Limits
Despite the threat that demonic encouragement of idolatry
poses, William nevertheless believes that demonic power is subject
to several limits. First, as has already been seen, he stresses that
demons act only with the permission of the Creator. The
importance of this subordination cannot be overstated, for in
William’s thought, demons lead idolaters and magicians to
venerate them by claiming more power than they actually have.
The possible independence of demons seems to be a common
concern for Christian theologians, as it is one of the principal
themes that Greenfield identifies as distinguishing orthodox from
“alternate” demonology in his Traditions of Belief in Late
Medieval Byzantine Demonology. 63
Second, William also holds that demons are subject to
physical law, and he takes care to define exactly they can and
cannot do according to the physical understanding of his day. In
his Thinking with Demons, Stuart Clark argues that early modern
demonology helped demarcate the boundaries of the possible in
Aristotelian science, and demons seem to perform a similar
function in William’s thought.64 Nevertheless, William seems
reluctant to reject traditional stories or explanations altogether.
Thus, he rarely if ever denies that a recorded phenomenon took
place—only that its witnesses mistook illusion for truth. Even in
cases that would be truly impossible under his science, he
concedes that God temporarily might permit demons to supercede
their ordinary physical limits.
William’s treatment of the Hunts’ warriors’ weapons and
armor provides an example of this double reasoning. William
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Richard P. H. Greenfield, Traditions of Belief in Late Medieval
Byzantine Demonology (Amsterdam: Adolf M. Hakkert, 1998).
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Stuart Clark, Thinking with Demons: The Idea of Witchcraft in Early
Modern Europe (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997).
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denies that spirits have physical bodies, although they can
manipulate physical objects. Thus, physical weapons cannot harm
members of the Wild Hunt.65 He considers for the sake of
argument that demons might have bodies of a subtler or different
type than humanity. Theories attributing to demons bodies of air
or fire had wide circulation in classical and medieval thought.
Even in a work such as Dante’s Comedy, departed souls, like other
spirits, project themselves into a concentration of the air.66 Yet
William denies that spirits have bodies at all. His justifications are
scientific and Aristotelian, considering each possible element in
turn. I find William’s refutation of airy bodies particularly
interesting.
. . . if their bodies were airy, they would be the most mortal of
all animals, and greatly liable to all wounds and hurts because
of the vulnerability of their bodies, which you can clearly
observe in air. I also said to you, that such an apparition could
neither have this kind of body nor such a fixed magnitude,
because as you learned from Aristotle that anything wet,
especially air, is badly suited to that end.67
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De universo, 2.3.24, 1:1065bC.
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See Purgatorio, 25.91-108. See also Greenfield, Traditions, 199211; Walter Stephens, Demon Lovers: Witchcraft, Sex and the Crisis of Belief
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2002), 58-124, and Teske’s
introduction to De universo, in William of Auvergne, The Universe of
Creatures, ed. and trans. Roland J. Teske (Milwaukee: Marquette University
Press, 1998), 28-29.
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“Quod si corpora essent eis aerea, essent omnium animalium
mortalissima, omnique vulneri, & laesioni maxime obnoxia propter
passibilitatem corporum suorum, quod evidenter vides in aere. Dixi etiam tibi,
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determinata, cum secundum Aristotelem didiceris humidum, qualis maxime est
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However, William does not draw from this the conclusion
that the Hunt’s warriors are a mere fancy of the imagination, or
that witnesses were mistaken when they reported battles and
wounds. Instead, he argues that their arms and armor are a form of
illusion, painted by demons into the human intellect. 68 Likewise,
examples of eating or drinking were merely feigned for the
comfort and honor of the humans with whom they associated. No
real ingestion was involved.69 Thus William reconciles the nature
of spirits, as he understands them, to their behavior as recorded in
unimpeachable sources.
Mere illusion cannot explain every recorded action of
spirits. Sometimes, demons perform undeniably physical actions.
Recounting a tale of female spirits who appear in stables at night,
casting light with their candles and leaving behind drippings of
wax, William affirms that the wax is real, although perhaps the
candles are not. Elsewhere in De universo, William asserts that
demons, despite being incorporeal, can and do manipulate physical
objects. Just as the human soul can move its own body, higher
souls can move even objects to which they are unconnected. 70
William applies this principle to the wax in question: although
demons cannot make wax themselves, they can certainly use their
immense speed and power to obtain some, if it is necessary for
their deceptions. 71
William’s view of nature never excludes the possibility that
divine intervention might permit to demons actions otherwise
impossible. Although William articulates and even favors natural
explanations for the mirabilia that he recounts, he nevertheless
68

De universo 2.3.24, 1066aE-G. See also De universo 2.3.23,
1061bD-1062aE for a discussion of this “painting.”
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De universo 2.3.24, 1:1069aA.
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De universo 2.3.24, 1:1062aE-1063bC.
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De universo 2.3.24, 1:1066aG.
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hedges by retaining traditional explanations that attribute such
phenomena directly to supernatural powers. For example, when
William discusses the various spirits believed to cause harm to
children, he does not deny that such a thing is possible. He states
although that the “stryges and lamiae” cannot actually eat the
infants, they do indeed occasionally murder them:
Sometimes, in order to punish the parents, demons are
permitted to kill infants, because sometimes parents love their
children so much that they do not love God. Therefore he
deals with these parents usefully and beneficially because their
offence subtracts from the creator.72

Thus, William reconciles the demons’ inability to eat with
numerous stories in which they consume infants.
William similarly dances a fine line between natural and
demonic explanations when discussing Ephialtes.
By the
thirteenth century, most physicians thought that Ephialtes was a
digestive disease, as John of Salisbury reports.73 William for the
most part agrees with John, arguing that most if not all accounts of
Ephialtes are really accounts of digestive problems:
many skilled doctors deny that Ephialtes is a demon, and they
say that the oppression, which the reclining demon seems to
make to men, comes from the compression of the heart.74
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“Interdum autem permittitur eis parvulos occidere in poenam
parentum, propter hoc, quia parentes eousque interdum diligunt parvulos suos,
ut Deum non diligant: utiliter igitur, atque salubriter cum ipsis parentibus
agitur, cum causa offensa creatoris subtrahitur.”
De universo 2.3.24,
1:1069aD.
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“[M]ulti ex peritioribus medicorum Ephialtem daemonem esse
negant, et oppressionem illam, quam eos incumbens daemon facere videtur,
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William provides a detailed summary of the medical theory, but
rather than concluding that Ephialtes constitutes a completely
natural phenomenon, he suddenly declares that:
Nevertheless, you ought not to doubt that sometimes the
providence of the creator lets malignant spirits kill men with
compressions, oppressions, suffocations, and other methods.75

Thus, for William, divine permission and divine punishment might
at any time violate the natural order of things, confounding
skepticism, and producing morally useful events. Such a view
retains the traditional reports of demonic activity while advancing
a scientifically more precise understanding of the possible.
Conclusion
William is principally concerned that his readers, and the
population at large, should hold what he considers to be orthodox
beliefs about spirits. Popular beliefs in the Wild Hunt, the Lady
Abundia, and the other spirits he treats in the same chapter raised
his fears about idolatry among the populace, especially among
women. These popular beliefs also challenged what William
perceived as correct views of the physically possible. For by
appearing more powerful than they were, demons encouraged
worship of themselves based on an inflated view of their
capacities. They hid their essential subordination to God’s will,
which in William’s mind explained and turned to useful purpose
even such frightening and violent apparitions as the Wild Hunt.
Nevertheless, William retained an expansive view of demonic
power, and, despite his preference for natural explanations of
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“Verumtamen dubitare non debes, quin malignis spritibus interdum
providentia creatoris permittat compressiones, & oppressiones facere, necnon
& suffocationes, & alterius modi extinctiones hominum.” De universo 2.3.24,
1:1069aD. See also Lecouteux and Marcq, Esprits, 28-9, for a discussion of
digestive diseases and night terrors.
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phenomena, he does not deny the potential truth of even the most
fantastic and implausible demonic activities.
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